First Date Tour
Nervous about your first date? We got you. Follow this tour and fall in love with NHM.

**3D Movie Level 1**
Cuddle up during one of our 3D movies. Take a deep dive with *Oceans 3D: Our Blue Planet* or explore the ancient world of *Titanosaurs*. No matter what movie you pick, you can take your date to the next dimension.

**African Mammal Hall Level 1**
The low-light, wood-paneled African Mammal Hall are great spots for quiet conversations. Stop lion around and ask him out for another date already!

**Gem Vault Level 1**
A first date might be too early to pick out a ring, but not too early to find something shiny. Find the heart quartz stone or find your birthstones! Think of it as a very shiny ice breaker.

**Natural History of Horror Level 1**
First dates can be scary, but this exhibition isn’t! Come see how classic horror monsters fell in love.

**Ceratops Mating Frills Level 1, Dinosaur Hall**
Get your first date thrills at the ceratops mating frills. Learn how their large crests and frills, just like a colorful tail feathers of a peacock, these elaborate ornaments may have helped them attract mates.

**Nature Gardens Level G, outside**
Take a romantic walk through the Nature Gardens. Stroll along the path, sit by the pond, and experience an urban wildlife wonderland out for another date already!

What blows YOUR mind? Share, Tag, and Win #MindBlownLA